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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
NOVEMBER 6, 2021      
 
TIM PETROVIC  ( -14) 
 
 
Q.  Thirty-six holes today, 61 in the second round, what was going well for you? 
 
TIM PETROVIC:  I decided I was going to hit a few fairways in the afternoon. It didn't start 
out so good this morning. I had the lefts going this morning. I think I hit it in the water on 10 
to start the round and just made a great bogey, which felt like a birdie. I could have made a 
double there very easy.  
 
Just kind of fought, I just fought my way through the round and hit a couple fairways and 
started making some putts. Shooting 3 under this morning, I mean, that was a godsend the 
way I started the round. In the afternoon I got myself in the fairway and just got the putter 
rolling. Got on the greens and had some good reads. I didn't realize what was happening 
until I think -- every time I made a birdie, looked up and Jim was making a birdie. It was like 
a birdie-fest this afternoon. The greens are soft, so they're holding and kind of just a putting 
contest out there. 
 
Q.  This is probably a dumb question, but is that one of your best rounds?  
 
TIM PETROVIC:  Yeah, it is, it is, it's one of my best rounds. I did everything well. It's one of 
my best -- it's probably one of my best rounds ever just because of the way I just wasn't 
feeling it this morning and wasn't feeling that well and was hitting it left. I just kind of battled 
my way back and saved that round this morning and I kind of built on that. I think that round, 
the round this afternoon and this morning, I think I could argue maybe the round this 
morning was even better. I could have shot anything this morning. No, that's one of my best 
rounds, for sure. 
 
Q.  What about, you're going to have to do more tomorrow? As you mentioned, a 
birdie fest. Do you expect it to be the same? 
 
TIM PETROVIC:  Yeah, well, you know these guys, there's no backing up. You go play your 
game and hopefully make five, six birdies. It's going to be tough, nobody's backing up. And 
Jim and these guys are all playing well. Just got to play your own game and try not to look at 
the board too much because there's going to be birdies flying around. 
 
Q.  When was the last time you walked 36 holes? 
 
TIM PETROVIC:  We were talking about that on the back nine. You know what, I don't 
remember. I tried to remember the last time we walked 36 holes. I know at the U.S. Open 
this year at Omaha we did maybe 27, and that course, that counts as 36. 
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Q.  Was there anything in the afternoon round that just stood out? You shot 61, a lot 
did, but was there anything -- 
 
TIM PETROVIC:  It was just a solid -- one of those solid rounds. I was always around the 
hole. I just got the feel of the greens probably about halfway through that first round and just 
tried to build on it, because it was playing tough this morning. We had some wind coming in. 
It wasn't easy by any means. The only thing that we had going for us was the greens were 
soft and that just made it a little bit easier. 
  


